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The Inbetweeners
Three trail riders find out what lies between
A and B on an epic Slovenian crossing
Words: James McKnight Photos: Andy Lloyd
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knew there would come a point
in my life when it would happen.
When gravity riding would give
way to a pursuit of fitness. Well,
that time had come.
Constraints from work and
travel had begun restricting my
play time on the bike, making
every free moment count more
than ever. Now, a free couple of
hours of messing around here
and there, riding downhill laps
or sessioning some jumps, could
never keep my mind and body
sufficiently exercised.
This feeling led to an irrepressible
desire to do something I’d never before
considered my thing: to pedal long, far, and
in a straight-ish line. In other words, pure
escapism on a bike; travelling from A to B
and seeing what happens in-between.
It took a long time to make it happen,
but finally, in mid-2018, I found myself
alongside photographer Andy Lloyd and
bodily-pyrotechnic specialist Tom Pinches,
looking ahead to several hundred kilometres
of adventure across Slovenia. Our journey
would take us through mountains and towns
and forests, transporting us from north to
south but also back to a simpler time in all
our lives. We’d be free for seven days, no
worries about deadlines or emails or money.
Just bikes, friends, a challenge and a spot of
good, honest suffering.
I should go back to the start and explain
how we ended up here. Some time in 2015 I
travelled to Slovenia for the first time to attend
a tourism conference, where I delivered an
awkward talk and got to know this orderly
and inviting country. Out of the 200-or-so
attendees of the conference, of whom I chatted
to many, one man and his idea stood out above
the rest. Jan Klavora was unforgettably upbeat
and switched-on; perhaps the only person I
had ever met who could smile at the prospect
of a splitting headache (Slovenian hangovers
can be particularly nasty). Jan’s positivity
beamed through in his plan to open up a
several-thousand-kilometre mountain bike
trail from Slovenia to Serbia that would pass
“And so they rode on, ever
deeper into Middle Earth”
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through Croatia, Bosnia, Montenegro, Albania,
Kosovo and Macedonia along its route south,
a long-distance ride designed to be attacked in
weeklong sections. I was captivated, my inner
sense of adventure ignited, and I kept in touch
with Jan in the following years until the first
sections were finalised.
By the start of our Trans Slovenia effort
— section one of the full long-distance trail —
Jan and his team had finished the planning
of the Trans Dinarica and mapped routes
through Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia.
We would tackle the first section over the
course of one week before returning to ride
Croatia and Bosnia later in the year.

False sense of security

The Trans Slovenia section starts just north
of the country, in Arnoldstein, Austria.
From here it crosses immediately back into
Slovenia before meandering south through
the magnificent Soca valley. Next it scales
great mountains in a south-westerly direction,
briefly entering Italy before becoming
immersed in the vines of Slovenia’s wine
district. Finally, some 400-odd kilometres
later, it arrives at its southernmost point on
the country’s small but stunning stretch of
coastline — our endpoint. We had seven days
set before us, with accommodation in hostels,
apartments and B&Bs organised for each
night. This may seem a mere jaunt compared
to some heroic voyages reported elsewhere —
the glamping of long-distance cycling — but
adventure is all relative. For the three weary
souls sat in Arnoldstein, waving goodbye to
Jan, the man who’d just given us our plan, it
seemed daunting at best.

We needn’t have feared. Or at least that’s
the false sense of security our first three days
led us into. From Arnoldstein we crossed the
border over to Kranjska Gora in Slovenia, then
climbed the arduous Vrsic Pass and made our
way into the Soca Valley. This heavenly gorge,
with its shimmering turquoise river winding
among the country’s highest peaks, is one of
Europe’s most beautiful places. We ambled for
those first few days, making easy work of the
early part of Trans Slovenia. We dipped our
feet in the freshening waters of the Soca, learnt
the valley’s gruesome modern history – some
half a million died here (the Isonzo Front)
during WW1 — and generally faffed our way
through 150-odd kilometres.
On departure from Kobarid, a town at the
point where the narrow valley begins to open
into the rest of Slovenia, on day four, we were
jovial and smug. We’d smashed out the first
days, this week was flying by, we were fitter
than we’d first thought. How wrong we were.
This was the point at which our slovenly
habits were to get the better of us.

Freefalling
walls of rock
funnelled
into a 1,000metre canyon

Forest trails offer
a perfect buffet of
roots and rocks

The Soca Valley:
gorgeous views
and great riding

The realisation came fast as we stood in
awe of a lofty mountain quite noticeably in
our way. For three days we’d been riding
in relatively populated areas, we’d bumped
into cheery hikers and taken exceedingly
long lunches at sun-drenched food havens.
But something about the look of the track we
were about to take indicated a clear change
in proceedings. Jan had been easy to us on
days one to three, now he was about to put us
through the grinder.
The path glistened forebodingly, protruding
rocks drizzled with light rainwater, their
smooth, rounded heads offering no potential
for grip. These stones rose just enough to be
unavoidable yet not enough to lift our tyres
from contact with the slick of wet clay-mud
in which they drowned. This climb, which
continued without pause for nearly 1,000
metres, silenced our cocky trio — by its crest
we had used up our energy and daylight
reserves. We were faced with the inevitable: a
dangerous descent into an unknown valley in
the dark. We were downbeat and regretting
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our ridiculous underestimation of how tough a
50km day could be.
Then we turned a corner and were knocked
off our feet by the view.

Back on the straight
and very narrow

Matajur mayhem

The most exciting part of travelling in the
mountains, for me, is the flip-flopping of
emotions that can be triggered by a breathtaking vantage point. I remember moments in
my life when complete dejection has changed,
in a split second, to elation and contentedness.
Here, an enormous cirque opened out before
us: freefalling walls of rock funnelled into a
1,000-metre canyon, the floor of the valley
obscured totally by the gnarled terrain. This
gave an impression of a never-ending descent.
The walls faced us on three sides, their pitch
so steep we could make out their every detail.
Several vast landslides bore the reminder
of man’s fragility in this environment. It was
a staggering sight — the enormity in every
direction so incomprehensible that the effect
was quite unsteadying.

“At least there’s light at
the end of the tunnel”
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All this magnificence was consumed in just
a minute or two; that was all we could afford
as we were now in a battle with daylight. But
it’s funny how time can become stretched in
such moments. When I compare the full days
I spend in front of a computer when working
to the seconds I spent gazing at that vastness,
the former seems ephemeral, the latter
infinite. Just the sort of epiphany one seeks
when setting out on journeys like this.
Thankfully we made it safely out of that
exquisite basin, arriving at our lodgings in
Tolmin somewhere around 10pm. This sort
of late-night arrival would become a theme
for the next few days.
The fourth day of our endeavour began
marginally earlier than the particularly
lazy start of the previous morning. We’d
been burnt by the dangerously late finish
and the perilous descent it entailed, yet still
couldn’t muster the energy to get going until
somewhere around 10am. We set off at a plod
as we crossed a flat plain before entering into
pure struggle as the gradient sharpened.
Pushing hard through the hangover of the day
before, we climbed and climbed and climbed
on asphalt then mud, grinding at a slow-yetsteady rate until, sometime mid-afternoon, we
found ourselves atop a peak with staggering
views all around. From our vantage point
here on Matjur we peered back into the Soca
and forward over the never-ending expanse

1

The Trans Slovenia route has several
versions. We rode Trans Slovenia 1,
which is the official Trans Dinarica section
one. TS1 involves long days in the saddle
and a fair amount of asphalt and fire road
grinding. Other versions of TS are tailored
for more singletrack time, so it’s worth
enquiring as to which version might best
suit you.

2

Trans Dinarica, the full long-distance
trail from Slovenia to Serbia, is an
ongoing project. By 2019 its Slovenia,
Croatia and Bosnia sections are expected
to be complete and ready to ride.
transdinarica.com

3

All TS routes are GPS mapped
and often self-guided, although
fully guided versions are available.
TransSlovenia (the organisation)
organises days into achievable chunks,
with accommodation organised for each
night. trans-slovenia.eu

Time to take in a
a slice of local life

Misty forests nurture
future memories

more sculpted appearance as one perfect
corner threw us into the next. Weaving turns
became innumerable, then what we had come
to suspect was confirmed: a bermed turn
certified this as a built-for-bikes trail. From
start to finish, Matajur’s epic downhill has to
be one of the best, least-known rides of my life.

Italian jaunt

Rocking out on the edge
of scenic splendour
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of countryside into which we were about to
descend. We had one foot in Slovenia, the
other in Italy. After looking over the dramatic
scenery for some time, we began our descent
of what would prove to be the trail of the trip.
From our start at over 1,600 metres to our
finish at close to zero, the nonstop trail of
Matajur went from rough alpine to slopehugging singletrack, snaking its way through
endless woodland and threw at us just about
every slippery, technical challenge possible.
As moments became minutes and then nearly
an hour, the trail began to take on an ever

The ecstasy of our descent soon turned to
dread as we realised both our energy and
daylight funds had once again been depleted.
Thankfully we were now in Italy, and a typical
multitude of pizzerias was a sight for sore
legs. We refuelled gluttonously then began
the long and steady final 40km of this 90km
day. Our ride wound through endless streets
then back out into pristine countryside as we
re-entered Slovenia and took a gravel road
through its sublime wine-producing region,
cutting through infinite vineyards towards
our resting point for the night. Rolling into
Šmartno’s noteworthy Hotel San Martin
typically late, we were treated to probably the
best meal I have eaten outside of Italy, perfect
fuel for the days ahead.
On our penultimate day we decided to do
what we had previously thought impossible:
get out of bed early-ish. With the prospect of
a ride through the sumptuous rolling hills
of ‘Slovenian Tuscany’, as it’s known, who
wouldn’t make the most of a brilliantly sunny

morning? Our legs, wooden from the day
before, disagreed with this early start, but
after coffees and a spread of locally-made
foods, they complied. It seemed we were
starting to find a rhythm.
Two further 90+km days took us through
truly fabulous landscapes, from vines to
valleys, forests to grasslands. We were
travelling through the Vipava valley, an
immense span of lush green vegetation and
deceptively large mountains, their rolling
gradients giving the appearance of more
modest slopes. If the tiny villages full of
houses with lavender-purple doors and
window shutters suggested Provence, neverending fire roads through deep woodlands
reminded us we were in Slovenia, a land twothirds covered in trees. Dreamy nature later
turned to chaotic urban as we again scratched
the Italian border, Slovenia’s calm quite
contradictory to Italy’s frenzy.
By now a magical transformation had
taken place and we took lengthy stints in our
stride. Kilometres disappeared and hours
vanished as we progressed rapidly south.
The meandering of the early part of this trip
was replaced by head-down pedalling on
the straights, out-of-saddle hauling up the
climbs. At one point we even added kilometres
to our journey as we took in a number of
unforgettable hand-built trails; we had been
joined by local Andrej Remskar and under his

recommendation deviated from the intended
route. Here we slashed our way through the
forests above Trieste (Italy) on a network of
forest-hidden trails that should perhaps be as
famous as those of Finale Ligure.
Our last 30-or-so kilometres brought us
down to the coast and back to reality with
a bump. The noise and bustle and pollution
of Koper, a large Slovenian port, rattled our
Trans Slovenia-calmed souls, shaking us
violently out of the reverie that had been
these seven arduously long but far too
short-lived days in the wilds. We’d never
been far from people or buildings, but it’s
funny how pursuing a constant trajectory
in one direction can serve to distance you
from everyday happenings. Above all, the
feeling of constant exercise day after day,
lungs open, legs turning, muscles working…
well, it is addictive.
When we finally came to a stop in Piran,
an exceptionally pretty coastal village, the
flat calm sea and orange setting sun (we
arrived late again) reflected the tranquillity
we had lived for a week. There was no doubt
in anyone’s mind that we’d be back for more.
We had chipped off a mere fraction of the
Trans Dinarica and from here we could see
the start point of section two — Croatia was
just a stone’s throw away. We celebrated our
journey with attempted drunkenness and
made plans for the next big ride.

The Soca Valley’s a
true gem of nature

The sun sets on an
epic adventure
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